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Topics: Lung Heal�h & Diseases Quit Smoking

If you’re washing your hands thoroughly, staying home and maintaining social

distancing, you may be wondering if there is any�hing else you can do to protect

yoursel� from COVID-19. According to American Lung Association’s Chief Medical

Of�icer Alber� Rizzo, M.D., an impor�ant step to immediately improve your heal�h and

possibly avoid the most serious symptoms of this scary disease is to consider

quit�ing smoking and vaping. In fact, the CDC has identified smokers as a group of

people at higher risk for severe illness if they contract the disease.
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Dr. Alber� Rizzo

“COVID-19 is a lung infection that aggressively at�acks the lungs and even leaves lung

cells and tissue dead,” Dr. Rizzo said. “While it’s impor�ant to prevent get�ing COVID-

19 in the first place, it’s also essential that we do all we can to keep our lungs heal�hy

to avoid the worst af�ects of the disease.”

Our lungs rely on the normal defenses in our airways to keep bacteria and viruses

from get�ing a foothold.  This includes the normal mucus layer on our airways along
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with the fine thin hairs or cilia that beat in a pat�ern to move mucus and debris up

and out of our lungs as well as the normal immune cells that live in our airways.

We know that inhaling irritating substances like tobacco smoke and vape emissions

af�ects the ability of this muco-ciliary ladder to function well and disrupts the immune

system causing a chronic degree of inflammation in our airways.

The presence of this inflammation in the face of an additional insul� like SARS-CoV2

makes it harder for our lungs to combat the invading virus and sets up the risk for

many severe complications of the infection.

“It would be reasonable to think that any condition that potentially af�ects the lungs,

be it chronic or acute af�ects from such behavior as smoking or vaping, regardless of

the ingredients inhaled, could play a role in making someone more susceptible to

complications from the disease.” Dr. Rizzo said 

Dr. Rizzo went on to emphasize that, though at the moment, we really don’t know if

smoking can increase the likelihood of contracting the disease, but recent evidence

shows that smokers are more susceptible to severe symptoms if they do contract

COVID-19. In a recent study published by the New England Journal of Medicine,

people who smoke were 2.4 times more likely to have severe symptoms from

COVID-19 compared to those who did not smoke.

What we do know for sure is that smoking and vaping causes harm to the lungs,

leaving lung tissue inflamed, fragile and susceptible to infection. In addition, tobacco

use has been proven to harm immune system and airway lining cells that contain cilia

on their sur�ace. which are our essential defenders against viruses like COVID-19.

Without them working properly, the lungs are more vulnerable.

“We have long known that quit�ing smoking is the single best thing you can do for

your heal�h. And it’s especially impor�ant now,” Dr. Rizzo said. “Quit�ing smoking and

vaping can bet�er equip your body to fight of� this disease and reduce the chance of

the most severe symptoms.

“As a physician, I know how hard it can be for many people to quit smoking. And it

may take several quit at�empts to be successful. Right now, as many people are

sit�ing at home or even in quarantine, it may be the per�ect oppor�unity to make that

quit at�empt,” he said.

https://www.nejm.org/doi/full/10.1056/NEJMoa2002032
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In a pandemic where a virus is spreading rapidly, we encourage everyone to do all

they can to keep themselves, their loved ones and their community safe. And we are

here to suppor� you in those ef�or�. “While you may be isolated due to social

distancing, you’re not alone. The American Lung Association has proven quit

smoking suppor� that can help you beat your tobacco addiction once and for all,” Dr.

Rizzo said.

For those that are hunkered down, this might prove to be the best time to quit

smoking.

Identify your smoking triggers.  You may be more apt to light up when you’re

out with friends or on a long commute to or from the of�ice.  Social distancing

and working from home could provide the per�ect oppor�unity to lay low for a lit�le

while and focus on your quit.  



Refresh your space and day.  Whether it’s a specific chair on the porch or at

the dining room table af�er a meal – doing a lit�le Feng Shui with your living space

can help you relearn cer�ain rituals to avoid smoking. And hey – you’ve got more

time on your hands to play interior decorator!



Stay connected.  Our hangouts are going vir�ual – which is the per�ect time to

connect with others that are quit�ing smoking.  Join our online suppor� community

and join the Quarantine Quit�ers!  



Get proven suppor�.  Join Freedom From Smoking - our quit smoking program

that walks you through the step-by-step process of quit�ing smoking.   Through

the program, you’ll have access to tobacco cessation counselors who can

counsel and suppor� you one-on-one. 



https://www.lung.org/quit-smoking/join-freedom-from-smoking
https://www.lung.org/quit-smoking/join-freedom-from-smoking
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Sign Up for Our Newslet�er

Join over 500,000 people who receive the latest news about lung heal�h, including

COVID-19, research, air quality, inspiring stories and resources.

Email Address

Make a Donation

Your tax-deductible donation funds lung disease and lung cancer research, new

treatments, lung heal�h education, and more.

MAKE A DONATION

GET UPDATES

https://www.lung.org/donate

